Intergalactic Espionage For Idiots : Episode Two

The hippest, funniest, internet science
fiction serial is NOW available on Kindle!
Space. Spies. And some really bad coffee.
Called a witty sardonic space adventure
thats a lot of fun to read - self aware with
plenty of pop culture reflections
Intergalactic
Espionage
For
Idiots
(Previously published as Stark Nova) is an
episodic serial in the tradition of a classic
adventure cliffhanger. Its James Bond
meets Stephanie Plum, on an outer-space
backdrop worthy of Men in Black, and
thats just a suggestion of what you have in
store! So grab your coffee mug and settle
in to begin the adventure with Intergalactic
Espionage For Idiots : Episode Two.
Chris Mark is well on his way to being a
rival to Robert Heinlein. Too much fun.
Want more, dont want this high to end.
Intergalactic Espionage For Idiots is a
mandatory MUST READ for anyone who
wants to inject from fun into their Sci-Fi
book club.
EPISODE TWO
DESCRIPTION: Katherine and her new
found friend Gig attempt a daring rescue,
meanwhile Rebecca may have one last
horrifying trick up her sleeve to stop them
in their tracks.
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